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Passion, power, sex, betrayal, and seduction–it’s all in a day’s work.

Having escaped to Hollywood after catching her boyfriend in bed with her best friend, London stage actress
Kate McPhee is offered a gig on the popular daytime television series Live for Tomorrow. As Devon
Merrick–police detective, car crash victim, and love interest for at least two men–she knows all the secrets
and sins pulsating in fictional Hope Canyon. But the real drama is off the set, where the soap is indeed
slippery.

Enter Meredith Contini, the show’s power-wielding diva. Meredith has two rules: Know your place and Stay
in it. Kate broke both on day one, which is why she suddenly found her character switching sexual
orientation. That brilliant solution came from Daphne del Valle, the show’s barking-mad
obsessive/compulsive producer, who drives herself and her actors to enthrall the audience. (“Sell the hurt.
Sell the rage. Sell the hunger. Sell the looooooove.”)

As gay detective Devon Merrick, Kate is a smash. The show is a hit. Kate’s private life seems to be
becoming something of a drama itself. Especially since everybody thinks she really is gay, which is a
problem since she thinks the best cure for her real-life broken heart is to get a man into her bed. But who?
Kirk, her sexy, tan, and talented leading man, is boffing Meredith. There’s Matt, the magician who makes
her tea, but will her fourteen-hour days keep them from the promise of tangled sheets? And there’s Wyatt,
her handsome new co-star, who Kate believes is the great love of her life. Except that he’s married, and his
wife, Christine, is Kate’s new makeup artist and the one sane friend she has made in Los Angeles.

As the line between television and reality blurs with increasing speed, tension tightens and passions surge.
Does Wyatt want Kate as much as she wants him? Will Christine find out? Will Kate lose her new friend?
Will Meredith finally have Kate fired? Will Kate ever get to “come out” as heterosexual on the set? Are her
steamy kiss scenes fated to be only with beautiful women?

Emmy Award—winning actress Finola Hughes whips up a frothy, scathingly funny novel worthy of any
afternoon time slot in this delicious romp that takes readers through the twists, turns, and dish that drive the
madness that is daytime television.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

David Munsch:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they are still students or that for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has diverse personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they don't
want do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Soapsuds: A Novel. All type of
book is it possible to see on many resources. You can look for the internet options or other social media.

Edward Olivieri:

What do you about book? It is not important along? Or just adding material if you want something to explain
what the ones you have problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy particular person? If you don't
have spare time to accomplish others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have
time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question
since just their can do this. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right.
Because start from on guardería until university need this kind of Soapsuds: A Novel to read.

Robert Mangino:

Do you considered one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys this kind of aren't like that. This Soapsuds: A Novel book is readable through you who hate those
straight word style. You will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without
leaving actually decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer involving Soapsuds: A Novel
content conveys the idea easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different as it. So , do you still thinking Soapsuds: A Novel is not loveable to be your
top record reading book?

Randolph Urban:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always aim to and must have the free time or they will get great deal
of stress from both everyday life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will unlimited right. Then
do you try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the
particular book you have read will be Soapsuds: A Novel.
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